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ABSTRACT 

This paper provides an updated survey of a burgeoning literature on testing, estimation and 
model specification in the presence of integrated variables. Integrated variables are a spe
cific class of non-stationary variables which seem to characterise faithfully the properties of 
many macroeconomic time series. Their statistical properties and implications for the inter
pretation of regression models are covered in a unified way. 
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l. INTRODUCTION. 

The majority of econometric theory is built upon the assumption of 

stationarity. Until recently, this assumption was rarely questioned, and 

econometric analysis proceeded as if all the economic time-series were 

stationary, at least around a deterministic trend. Stationary series 

should, however, at least have constant unconditional mean and variance 

over time; a condition which appears rarely to be satisfied in economics. 

The importance of the stationari ty assumption had been recognised for 

many years, but the important papers by Granger and Newbold (1974) and 

Nelson and Plosser (1982) allerted many to the econometric implications 

of non-stationarity. Integrated variables are a specific cIass of 

non-stationary variables with imoortant economic ano statistical 

properties. These are derived from the presence of stochastic trends, as 

opposed to deterministic trends, with innovations to an integrated 

process being permanent instead of transient. Por example, in terms of 

welfare costs, this implies that the costs of expectational error s 

produced by, say, policy shifts are far more ser iDUS than in the case 

where the shocks were purely transient. 

In particular the presence of a unit root is implied in many economic 

models by the rational use of available information by economic agents. 

Standard applications include futures contracts, stock prices, yield 

curves, real interest rates, exchange rates, hysteresis theories of 

unemployment, and, perhaps the most popular. the impl ications of the 

permanent income hypothesis tor real consumption. In view of this 

epidemic of martingales in economics a voluminous literature on testing, 
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estimation, and model specifícation in the presence of integrated 

variables has developed in the last few years, aod the purpose of this 

survey la to provida a gulde through this increasingly technical 

li terature. 

The analysis of cointegration developed out of the work DD testing for, 

raata in economlC time-sey·ies. This survev 

surprising, ana sug;gest new ways to incorporate 'long:·-run' informatl0h 

(and constraints imposed theory) jnto the stat.istical modal. in 

addi UOl~, the concept of '::olntegr3tHm Is, in maov ways. a statistical 

definition of eQuilibrium. As 8uch, cointegrat1cn offera a genarie rauta 

to test the validity of ths equilibrium predictions of economic theories 

The analysis of non-stationary variables requires a different statistical 

framework fram ths standard stattonar;,' case. and in Sectiol1 Ir this 

framework ls introduced, and testlng procedures for unit roota are 

discussed, The proper trealment: of lntegrated processes in regressÍon 

analysis j s then aoo.lysed usíng- El variety of e;,camples, This Sacticm 

includes a number üí more technü:aJ pé'!rts (denotad by an asterix) which 

could be avoided by 'those readers wishing to proceed Quickly to the 

discussion Df cointegration. Section JII introduces the concept of 

cointegration, and discusses the implications for eCDoomic modelling and 

estimation, and the use of colntegratioD to discriminate between economic 

theories. Seetian V concludEs. 
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It should be stressed that the concept of cointegration ls relatively 

new, and that furtber developments, applications and Monte Carla studies 

are appearing extremely rapidly. As a resulto this survey ls selective, 

and "best-practice" methods may well change in the nsar future. 

11. INTEGRATION AND UNIT ROOTS. 

A weakly stationary series should have a mean and varianee that are 

time-invariant. However, many eeonomic time-series eertainly do not 

satisfy this condition, having first and second moments that appear to be 

increasing over time (see Escribano {1987} for precise definitions of 

integration in the i th moment of a stochastic proeess). 8ueh series are 

non-stationary. and may reQuire differencing to induce stationarity2. A 

series requiring differeneing d times to induce stationarity is denotad 

I(d}. oI' "integrated of order d" (see Granger (1983». A simple example 

of an 1(1) series Is the random walk: 

Llyt 

where, for instanee, Et i8 distributed IN(O,a!). If. however. y were an 

autoregressive series sueh as 

~t 1«1 < 1 

tnen y would be stationary, oI' I(O). In this Sectlon sorne of the 

impQrtant and far-I'eaching impIications of the existence of unit roots 

Ca = O) in economie time series are discussed. 

2Th18 condition ls really too strong. In fact all that 18 needed ls 

absence of trend in variance after Imi tabla mean transformations (sea, 

for exampIe. Dickey et al (1986) and Escribano (1987)). 
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* 2.1 Statistical Properties of Integrated Series 

We will concentrate, in this section, on the statistical properties which 

stem from the presence of a single unit root,and start by considering 

the following data generation process (DGP) for the canonical stochastic 

co 
integrated process {Yt}o 

¿jyt = - a:y + t-1 

or Yt p.t + St 

p. + Et ex O YO = O .... (1) 

t 
S = I'Ej .... (2) 

t 1 . 

where as a particularly interesting case we consider the driftless 

version of (1) with P. = O. In general, integrated series such as Yt are 

linear functions of time (with a slope oi zero if p. = O). The deviations 

from this function of time are non-stationary, as they are the 

accumulation of past random shocks, giving rise to the concept of an 

integrated series. 

To complete the specification of the DGP we need to impose some 

conditions on the innovation sequence These restrictions are 

necessary if non-degenerate limiting distributions of the statistics 

discussed below are to be deri ved. The weakest set of conditons that 

achieve this aim is defined in detail in Phillips (1987a), and can be 

summarised as follows: 

(a) E(Et ) = O for all t 

(b) sUPt EIE t ,2,6' < co for some ,6'>2 

(c) 2 lim E(T-1S~) exists 2 
(J' and (J' >0 

(d) Et is strong-mixing with mixing coefficients ex such that m 
I'ex(1-2/,6') < infinity m 
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Condition (b) restrains the heterogeneity of the process, while (e) 

controls the normalisation ~t arate which ensures non-degenerate 

limiting distributions. Condition (d) modera tes the extent of temporal 

dependence in relation to the probability of outliers (see White (1984»). 

The generality of the previous set Di conditions implies that model (1) 

encapsulates a wide variety of DGP's. These inelude virtually any 

auto-regressive moving average (ARMA) model with a unit root, and even 

ARMAX models with unit roots and non-evolutionary exogenous proeesses. It 

is important to notice at this stage that only if we 8ssume that the 

errors are will 
2 

(T 
2 

(J • 
€ 

This restr .ict i ve case is an 

interesting one sineB most lirnlting distributlons that have be eh 

numerically tabulated have been basad on this assumption. Ho_evar, this 

wl1l not be the caBe in most empírical 8DPlicatioDS and hence in Reoeral 

In arder to derive the aforementioned limiting distributions, it la 

necessary, as in the stationarv framework, te use a sequence of random 

variables, whose convergenc~ 1s ensured bV suitahle transformation. :.iore 

precisely, in the non··stationary framework, \l/e naed to focus on the 

sequence of partial sums {St}~ which has to be transformed so that each 

elemerit lies in the space D(O,l) of a11 real valued functions on the 

interva1 rO, 11 that are right continuous and have finite 1eft limits. 

This ls achieved by defining the funetions 

.1' :::1 ' ---- ~ r < :!. 
T T (j=1, ... T) 

Under the previous assumptions on the sequenee í .. t} we nave that as T 

3As an example, if é t follows an MA(1) process then e t 
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tend.s to inf ird ty , X~ (r l -,. W (r), where ,~ denotes weak convergence In 
1 

probability. That ls, Ir) converges tú a Nlener process. 4 Notice tha 

Wlr) behBves like a fBndoE walk in contlDuouS time 8uch that for flxed r 

it js N(O,r) and has lndeoendent increments. o 

Ihe most striking difference between the conventional aod this new 

aSYllIptotic theorv 18 that \.¡hereas In the ÍGI'filer the sample m0ments 

converge te constants, they converge to random variables ID the latter. 

stmilarly, as a resu1t of the absence (11' stathmarity ami erg-odicitv. 

traditional Central Limit Theerems are sunstHuted by FU.'1ctitlnal Limit 

Theorems (see. for examole, Bllllngslev I IBSdll. 

As an examp]e of the lJrevious remarKS. the fnllowing stanrtardised sample 

"' r' " 
! W \ ,", dt l' ~~, 

J O 

~~ { 
"" 

, d"( \ 4. 
" 

¡ 
( i 1 ¡ T ~. ,y '. 

'. D ., 
T f w 1 '" ~) ) 

" 

éenüted ¡r) in 

T) in 4 \. and 1'1' 

~ an ~xteilsion of the Sl!ltsky Thecre~ 1!1 ccnventio~al a~vmptotic 

ir ..,.. W(rí impUes i:hat f'J (r 1 -) 
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dHferences shed light Oil the non-conventional features of the 

coefficient consistency and limiting distribut!ons when testing for unit 

roots. anó wil1 be important in the discussion of colntegratlon in 

Section lII. 

If. for fnstanes, OL5 i8 applied te (1) . it 19 ea BY to show that, using 

the sample variability rasults summarised in (3) -- (5). the ~:;lope ()( and 

1 ts t-ratio converge to the foUo.dng distríbuUons. in the case when 

.... (6) 

;: dt 

Prom (6) we note that 01 conver¡?;es to its true v'cdue zero at arate of 

·-1 '-1/2 O (T ) instead of the conventional O (T '). Similarly, from (7), the 
p p 

corresponding t-ratio has a non-degenerate distribution whfch ls 

different fram the stand¡u'dised not'mal distribuUon which is used in 

conventional asymptotic theory. 

2.2 Test~or Unit Roots. 

The previous statistical implications of the unit root hypothesis in the 

time-series representation of univariate models underscore the need to 

have reliable procedures to test formally this hypothesis. Investigations 
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by Dickey (1976), Dickey and Fuller (1979, 1981) and Fuller (1976) have 

constructed by numerical simulations the corresponding critical va1ues of 

the limiting distributíons expressed in (6) and (7). Table 1 collects the 

exact null and alternative hypotheses under which these simulations were 

performed. The unrestricted model containa both a constant and a trend as 

regressors, plus an error tarm subject to a first order autoregressive 

representation. Three interesting cases folIow. Case 1 in that in which 

both the drift and ~he trend are zero, 9uch that under the nu11 we find a 

pure driftless random wa!k. Case 2 describes the case in whIch there Js a 

drift but no trend, and consequently the model under the nul1 ia a~aln 

the driftless random walk. Finally. Case 3 relates to the most general 

case in which both constant and trend are different froro zero, and henee 

the !\lodel under the null hypothesh is random walk with dr1ft, Notice 

that in a.l] ca8es the error terüUi under 

for simulation purpoaes. 

O) 

O) ¿i\lt 

are ftssumed to be lidiO 

¡l + 1ft + U \ 
t' 

-aYt - 1 ... <it 

¿lYt -aYt _1 + a¡.¡. + Et 

Lly = -ay -1- /)at , t ' t-l 1-' 

+ ffUX + ,8(1-a)l -1- é t 

1st, 2nd and 3rd (1=1.2,3) denote blocks of Table 8.5.2 in 

Fullar (19761. TO denotes rabIe for critical vaInes far the standardised 

Normal distributioD. 
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From (6) and (7) two basic statistics can be derived to test the null 

hypothesis of a unit root. The first test refers to the scaled regression 

coefficient Ta while the second concentrates on the t-ratio tao Critical 

values for both asymptotic distributions are found in Fuller (1976)6. The 

arrow scheme in Table 1 explains the proper use of these tables, 

depending on the choice of the model representing the unrestricted 

hypothesis. If we start with Case 1, then we should use the first block 

(denoted 81 ) of critical values in Tables 8.5.1 and 8.5.2. Similarly, the 

choice of model with constant and constant plus trend implies the use of 

the second and third blocks (denoted B2 and B3 ) respectively. A very 

interesting case, of which some practitioners are unaware, is that, when 

choosing the models with a constant, if that nuisance parameter is 

significant under the null (checked by simply regressing ~t on a 

constant) then the right critical value for the t-ratio will be found in 

the standardized normal dis.tribution table (denoted TO)' rather than in 

7 the Dickey-Fuller tables (see West (1986» . 

The same peculiar resul t obtains when, after using the most general 

model, the constant and the trend are significant under the null (checked 

6 Chapter 8, Tables 8.5.1 and 8.5.2. 

7 3/2~ 2 2 
In general f or Case 2 it can be shown tha t T ()( - N (O, 12" I~ ) and 

t~ - N(O, ,,2/ ,,2). 
()( E 
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by regressing .dv t on a constant and o trend) o In both instances, the 

interesting outcome af looking at the wrong tablea i8 enlightened when we 

f ind t~ . say at the 5% leve!,. larger than 1. 96 but smaller than tile 
a 

corresponding critical va.lues in the D-F tables. Upar¡ these conditions, 

we should be rejecting the nul1 hypothesis iostead of accepting it. Tbe 

intui tion behind this peculiar result i s tha t ir there t8 a un lt root 

and. say, a constant, the integrated series dependa un a deterministic 

trend and a stochastic one. Moreover. the sample v81"iabilitv oÍ the 

deterministíc trend 18 of O (13 ) which dominates the arder of the sample 
p 

variabili ty of the stochastic trend whien ls of O (T2)" But we know that 
p 

the existence of a deterministic trend in a regression model does not 

affect the asymptotic normali. ty of the standardí sed es tima tes . hence 

normality follows. 

It i8 cIear from the previous discuss.ion and the der.i.vations of t.he 

conventiooal aud unconventional statistic8 sho.o in (6) & (7) thet if thA 

error sequence {Et} ls correlated, the distributions wl11 depend on the 

2 2 nuisance parameter a la . In such a case there lB a naed to elther changa 
E: 

the estimation method (that is, adopt another regression model), or 

modify the statistics deser .í.bed above" Dickey and Fuller (1981) favour 

the first approach by enlarging the regression model by adding in a lag 

polynomial of .dv t such that these terms capture the serial correlation in 

aoy of the unrestricted modele contained in Table 1. It can be shown, 

8The case where the DGP contains a unit root and a trend does not seem to 

be too realistic a priori since, in logarithmic form, it implíes an ever 

increasing (or decreasing) rate of change. In general for Case 3 it can 

b 5/2~. 2/ 2) 2, 2 e shown that T a - N(O, 180a ¡:S and t- - N(O, a ;a l. 
01 € 
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that under the null hypothesis, t~ in the enlarged model has the same 

limiting distribution as when the errors are iid, giving rise to the 

so-called Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests. Note, however, that it is no 

longer legi timate to use TGt as the basis of a test in any of the 

variants, since they are not invariant to the true population value of 

the parameters of the distributed lag in ~t' 

Nevertheless, this solution introduces the problem that we might need a 

large number of lags of ~ t in order to obtain uncorrelated residuals. 

Recently, Said and Dickey (1984) have shown that if Et contains moving 

average terms, the number of extra regressors needs to increase with the 

1 . t t (T1 / 3 ). samp e Slze a a ra e Given that the majority of the 

macroeconomic variables studied in the seminal paper by Nelson and 

Plosser (1982) were adequately represented by an lMA( 1) process, this 

seems a quite likely situation. Schwert (1985), using Monte CarIo 

simulations, has recently shown that the exact size of the test may be 

far from the nominal size if the order of the autoregressive correction 

is not increased as the sample size increases. Accordingly, it would be 

desirable to have an approach for the test which takes into consideration 

the structure of the residuaIs in a non-parametric way under the 

assumptions (a) - (d) above. This is the approach developed by Phillips 

and Perron (1986) and Perron (1987), and described briefly in the 

Appendix. 

Next, we briefly discuss a testing strategy based on the choice of the 

appropriate initial unrestricted model in Table 1. as well as on the 

choice of data sample. With respect to the first issue, we advocate 

estimating the most unrestricted modeI initially, as in Case 3. Then use 
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the test statistic (e) in Table 2 of the Appendix to test for a uni t 

root, using the critical values contained in BS of Table 8.5.2. If the 

null hypothesis of a uni t root i8 rejected there is no need to go 

further. If it 18 not rejected, test for the sigoificance of the trend (a 

rather implausible case, as discussed earller) using the test statistic 

in row (d) of Table 2. If lt i8 significant, then test for it8 

significance under the null using the ordinary tables. Its significance 

under the null would imply that the ordinary tables, insteaa of Table 

8.5.2 should have been used to tes t for the uni t root. If the trend is 

not significant under the alternative, estímate the unrestricted model in 

Case 2 in Table 1. Test again for the uolt root using the test statistic 

(b) in Table 2. looking at 82 in Table 8.5.2. If the null hypothesis is 

rejected. agaln there is no need to go further. If it is not rejected, 

test for the significance Df the constant undel' the alternative us1ng the 

test statistic shown in row (e) of Table 2. If the procedure reaches the 

most restrictive alternative model, as in Case 1, then the uní t root 

should be tested with the critical values contained in 81 of Table 8.5.2. 

Failure to follow this strategy may lead to serious misinterpretatíons. 

An alternative strand to the literature on testing for uolt roota 18 that 

suggested by 8argan and Bhargava (1983). They advocate the use of the 

conventional Durbin-Watson (DW) statistic from the simple OL8 regression 

of the variable under consideratíon on a constant, that i8 

¿tu t distributed INíO,q2) 

" 
Then the nul1 hypothesis of a=O ls tested against the alternative that 

the errors follow a stationary first order autoregressive process. A unit 

root for the error process is equivalent to the structural element 
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following a random walk. The value of the DI\! statistic wi11 obviously 

tend to be very low when the root in the error process tends towards 

unity. since DI\! ~ 2(~). The test can be performed using the standard DI\! 

statistic generated by most statistical programs along with the table of 

critical values presented by Sargan and Bhargava (1983) under the unit 

root null hypothesis. This test can be shown to be the uniformly most 

powerful invariant test against the al ternati ve of a stationary f i rst 

order autoragressive error process. An important feature of the test ls 

ita invariance to whether a trend entera into the trua model, unlike the 

ather tests considered above. However, the test is only powerful in 

discriminating between the simple random walk and stationary first arder 

autoregressive processes, and thus lacks generality. 

Having discussed the main tests that hava beeo proposed for unit roats. 

an important qua} if ication should be noted. In practice, economic time 

series emerge from this testing procedure as appearing to be 1 (1) . 

However, in the context of, for example, the Sargan and Bhargava 

approach, tha estimated deg'ree of autoregression in the residuals ls 

often in excess of 0.95. In other words, a value of 0.1 for the DW 

statistic i9 fairly typica] in the static regression (given that 

DW ~ 2m). However, as Sal'gan and Bhargava note, the po_el' of the test for 

a uní t root against such highly autoregressive al ternatives is 

exceedingly low. This ls hardly suprising, sincs discrimination between a 

0.95 autoregressive procesa and a random walk 18 extremeIy difficult in 

the relatively short samp]es typically used in ecoDomics. The practica) 

implications are. hawaver, important .hen we consider the po.ertul 

cointegraticn results that depend upon the individual time series 

possessing unit roots. 
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It should be noted that the definitions and properties introduced up to 

now for scalar random variables extend to multivariate cases (see 

Phillips and Durlauf (1986b» by applying the properties to each element 

of the vector. This extension immediately raises the question of having 

components with different degrees of integration, or the possibility of 

finding linear transformations of those components with a different arder 

of integration to the order of the individual elements of the vectors. 

Both these issues are raised in the next two Sections. 

Finally, as far as the choice of data sample is concerned the main result 

concerns the trade-off between span and sampling interval (see Shiller 

and Perron (1985)). For a given span, more observations lead to higher 

power of the previous tests. Similarlv. a longer span for a given number 

of observations leads to higher power. Of course, this intuitive result 

had to be mediated by the relevant alternative. So, for example. since 

for macroeconomic series. the natural alternative is mean reversion over 

a period similar to the length of business cycles, a long span of annual 

data should be preferred to a shorter span with, say. quarter ly or 

monthly data. 

* 2.3 Asymptotic Theory and Monte CarIo Results 

Having examined the important statistical implications of integrated 

processes, we proceed to use this theory to interpret a number of results 

concerning the treatment of integrated series in regression analysis. An 

explici t analytical solution to the asymptotic behavlour of parameter 
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estimates and regression statistics permits a unification of the 

disparate Monte CarIo studies that presently exist in the literature. We 

present a summary of results on analyses which range from ínappropriate 

detrending of integrated series, to efficiency tests, including the 

familiar spurious regression results. Most of the results derive from the 

work of Phillíps or Phillips and Durlauf in a recent long sequence of 

papera that are referenced at the beginning of each case. 

In arder to unify as much as possible the treatment of different cases, 

the following descript10n procedure 1s adopted. Each case will be 

characterised by a DGP and an estimated model (denoted simply MODEL). The 

distributional results, which happen to be functionals of Wiener 

processes, will be denoted generically by f(W), whose precise expressions 

are given in the appropriate references. At the end of each case we offer 

an intuítive explanation of the analytical results, together with some 

remarks about the use of certain regression statistics, which prove to be 

liseful to detect misspecifications in the estimated models. 

De-trending 

DGP 

MODEL 

(Phillips and Durlauf (1986a» 

¡; + Rt + U 
r ~ t 

Surnmary of Results: 
-]/2 -T - ~ ~ f(W) T1/ 2 ~ 7 f(W) 

-1/2 
t~~o f(W} 

-1 2 f(W) T ~ T s 7 

R2 ~ f(W) 

.... (8) 

-1/2 
f(W) T ' t ~ 

~=O 

T.DW ~ f(W) 

This case tackles tbe 1ssue Df inapprDpriate de-trending of integrated 
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processes, under the traditional belief that conventional asymptotic 

theory could be applied to detrended series. We observe that the fJ 

coefficient is consistent, converging to its true value of zero. However, 

its t-ratio diverges to infinity, confirming the Monte CarIo results of 

Nelson and Kang (1981). Both the drift and its t-ratio diverge. The 

estilllated variance of the residuals (s2) also di verges reflecting the 

fact that the residuals of the model are non-stationary around the trend. 

The coefficient of multiple correlation converges to a 

non-degenerate limiting distribution. The results for the Durbin-Watson 

statistic (DW) appear quite prolllising, confirming its powerful role as a 

misspecification diagnostic (see Sargan and Bhargava (1983». The 

intuition behind all these disparate results stellls from the different 

orders of magnitude of the sampling variability of the regressors and 
A A 2 

regressand in the model, i.e. O (T) = ~ O (1) + fJ O (T ). The divergence p p p 

of the order of magnitude highlights the fact that fJ converges while ~ 

diverges, according to when the sample variances of their corresponding 

regressors are larger or smaller than the sample variance of the 

regressand. 

Encompassing Tests (Phillips and Durlauf (1986a» 

DGP Ayt 

MODEL ~ + fJt - «Yt - 1 + ut 

Summary of Results: 

T3/2 p ~ f(W) f(W) 

s2 ~ 0'2 
E 

F ~ f (W) 
fJ=O,<%=O 

T- 1/2 t 
<%=0 

.... (9) 

f(W) 
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This case interprets the unit root test in Case 3 of Table 1, where the 

issue is to discriminate between trends and integrated processes. The 

lRodel embodies both alternatives, and uses the F test to discriminate 

between the alternatives. The encompassing test works as follows: 

HA(p:O,a=O) corresponds to the integrated process, whereas H8(a=1) 

corresponds to the deterministic trend. Denoting rejection of a 

hypothesis by NH, the following combinations of rejections and 

non-rejections would opera te the encompassing tests: (HA' NH 8 ) supports 

the RandolR Walk; (NHA, HB) supports the Deterministic Trend. In view of 

the divergence of ta=O' we would conclude that HB is always rejected for 

a sufficiently large sample. The F-test for HA converges to a 

non-degenera te distribution, which differs from the ordinary F 

distribution, and hence requires the Dickey-FulIer critical values as 

explained above. The disparate sample variability of· regressand and 

regressors is given by o (1) = ~ O (1) + ~ O (T2 ) - a O (T). p p p p 

Non de-trended Spurious Regression. (Phillips (1987b» 

DGP .:jyt Et ; .dx t Vt E(EtVt ) (XI u 6 
E V ts 

.... (lO) 

MODEL Yt ~ + aXt + ut 

Summary of Results: 

f(W) 
-1/2 ~ 

f (W) -1/2 t f(W) a -+ T ~ -+ T -+ 
a=0 

-1 2 T s -+ f(W) T.DW -+ f(W) R2 -+ f(W) 

This case interprets the familiar Monte-CarIo results of Granger and 

Newbold (1974), reinforcing analytically the divergence of ta=O despite 
~ 2 

the fact that a and R possess non-degenerate distributions. Again, as in 
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the de-trending case. the DW statistic detects misspecification or the 

modelo al though GLS corrections fail to provide the right answer. The 

orders of magnitude of the sampling variability in the model are: 

o (T) = P. O (1) + fJ O (T). Notice that the equality of the orders of 
p p p 

magnitude between Yt and x t provides the possibility of finding certain 

combinations of both variables such that the residuals are stationary. 

despite the non-stationarity nature of the variables themselves. 

De-trended Spurious Regression. (Phillips and Durlauf (1986a» 

DGP ¿Jyt p<T (T (; 
E V ts 

.... (11) 

MODEL 

Summary of Results: 

a ~ f(W) 

T- 1/2 t 
a=O 

-112 A 

T P. ~ f(W) T1/2 P ~ f(W) 

f (W) . -1 2 T s f(W) T.DW ~ f(W) 

This case interprets results from spurious regression models where Yt and 

X t are· de-trended. wi th the aim of inducing stationari ty in the variables 

prior to the regression. The resul ts are similar to the previous case 

with the addition that fJ is consistent. since the order of magnitude of 

the sample variance of the trend is O (T2 ). Notice that the presence of a 
p 

trend in the regression only has qualitative effects on the asymptotic 

distribution. 
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Efficiency Tests. (Banerjee and Dolado (1987» 

DGP .dyt Et; -'lxt = v t pa a 5 
E V ts 

.... (12) 

MODEL 

Summary of Results: 

T a; ... f(W) 

t ... a;=0 f(W) 

1/2 A 

T p.... f(W) 
3/2 A 

T fJ'" f(W) 

f(W) 

This case interprets recent Monte-CarIo results by Mankiw and Shapiro 

(1985) on the over-rejection of the orthogonality condition which 

characterises rational expectations models. In this case, the three 

estimated parameters and R2 are consistent, but ta;=O ' the basis of the 

previous test (see Flavin (1981» does converge to a non-degenera te 

distribution which differs from the standardised normal. The orders of 

magnitude of the sampIe variances are 

O (T). 
p 

111. COINTEGRATION. 

o (1) = p. O (1) + ~ O (T2 ) p p p + a; 

Whereas the analysis and implfcations of unit roots in individual time 

series excited mainIy the econometrician, far more general economic 

interest has developed in the concept of cointegration, which anal yses 

groups of integrated variables. The major reason for this is the 

possibility of estimating, and testing the existence of, long run 

economic relationships suggested by theory. As was explained in the 

previous sections, many individual economic Ume series appear to be 
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non-stationary, requiring differencing at least once to induce 

statlonarity. Yet economic theory rarely suggests equilibria that are not 

stationary functions oí the varíables invol ved. This would imply that 

there may exist fundamental economic forces that, over time, make 

variables move stochastically together. In other words, whereas the 

individual economic variables involved in a theory may a11 be 

non-stationary, the devíations from a given equilibrium may be bounded. 

For many years the probleffis associated with static regressions between 

time-series have be en known (fol' an interesting histar leal account see 

Hendry (1986)), The problem of 'spuríous' regressions discussed earlíer 

led many economists to adopt the Box-Jenkins (1970) methodology of 

transforming al] the variables to stationary series prior to regression, 

so that, for the most part, differenced variables were considerad. This. 

of course, resulted in models that disregarded the low frequencies of the 

variables, and so did not allow for any of the long run relationships 

which economic theory normally suggested. These features made the models 

difflcult to interpreto 

One response to 8uch problems was the use of error-correction mechanisms 

lEeN) in econometric models. Models including ECNs have beeo widely used 

sinee Sargan (1964\. and llave the aC'lantage of retainlng informatíon 

about the levels af variables, and hence aoy long-run relationships 

between 8uch variables, within the model (see, tor example DavJdson et al 

(1978), Curríe (1981) and Salmon (1982)). In au important paper, Granger 

(1983) estahUshes the equiválence between cointeg:ration afia 

error-correction. Tbat is, ECM's produce cointegrated seta of variables, 

aoa, ir a coíntegrated set of v8r'iabJ3;s i8 found ,it must have an ECM 
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representation. To a great extent, cointegration provides formal 

statistical support for the use of error-correcting models, and suggests 

additional procedures to test model specification in a static sense, and 

proposes ways to parameterise the error-correcting mechanism. 

A vector of variables xt is said to be cointegrated if 

(i) each element of xt is I(d) 

and (ii) there exists a vector a such that a'xt is I(d-b), where a * O 

and b > O. 

Por example, in the case of d=b=1, if xt is cointegrated, each variable 

in xt would each be 1 (1), but some linear combination of them would be 

1(0). If such a linear combination can be found, a is called the 

cointegrating vector. 

The relationship between cointegration and equilibrium now becomes 

clearer. One natural way to characterise equilibrium between a set of 

variables is to define equilibrium to occur when a linear constraint is 

satisfied, such as 

a'x = O 
t 

.... (13) 

Por example, if we believe that a proportion A of any increase in labour 

productivity is eventually passed on in the form of real wages then, in 

equilibrium, w c + AQ where w and Q denote real wages and 

productivity respectively, and c is a constant. Therefore, if 

w - c - AQ = O .... (14) 

in any time period, then the labour market would be in equilibrium. Of 

course, real wages may take some time to respond to changes in 

productivity. and the process by which equilibrium tends to be restored 

may be complexo in which case the scalar would 
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measure the deviation from equiJibrium, or disecmilibrlum, in perl.od t 

If w and Q are cOlntegrated, then, by the aboye definitlon. the 

deviations t'rom eoui 1 ibr Ium wj 1 J. be bounded. An obvious way of te<¡tll1f: 

the theoq; is then to determine the ordpi' of integration uf Zt' If it ts 

not possible to l'e1eC1: the n\111 hy¡y}thesls of a unl.t eoot for 

there will be no teudency for the real wa~e to move towards the putative 

euuilj.brJum in which case the estima~ed eQuilibrium would be misleadilig 

and irrelevant. 

In the case of testlng fnr cojnte~ration between two variables xl and 

if n 20integratjcg vector exists. tt must be uniQue To see this, suppose 

anrl are hoth I{l) variables ano ~ is líO). Ihen IJ. , 
~J~t be un que, 9jnG~ HUY other 

'-IBctor >;)}[lsts .. \.t ne"d llot be uniqne In gener'al, If Jt has N components, 

there may be r linerlrly independe~t colntegrating vectors, where r S N-l 

taken f rom Grang:.;nr' and Eng.1e (1987). Suppose and XL are JoinUy 
i.. 

~i8trib~lted according to th0 f{}llDwing data g(!11eratioll Drocess: 

(i) 

v + .. i-

O.nd. 

{¿."~ ~ 1" 
.¡ 

v 
t 

< 1 

1 

--1 
.... ( 15 

independeot} y N 1; O. J Four püssible 

wtich lmplles that are 1 ( J} and. the 

which Jmp] es that and Yt are 111 acd the 
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cointegrating vector i8 (1,-8), 

which implles that 

daBa not exist a colnte~rating vector, 

and are 1 (1) but there 
t 

(iv) .ti .,- 1 , 1 . p < 1 
2 

wilich impUes that x t and Yt are I(O} 8nd S0 

aoy linear combination of x and y will be I{O). 

The last case introduces 80me interest ing issues. The test for 

cointegration 18 actual1y a condl.tional test: condItior.al OD J\ ar,d Vt 

be ni!, f(l), n't: discovery of an l(O; Lin,!i:ll' com!:dnation would imply that 

the variables are cofnte~ra~ed. H'O,,"E'''''''' '~" l~ot Ó0 abone '·'hen ,', and " ",-,,\; .. 1.. r <J..0 <,S _c.... <1 ~ n~ ~'" r"'1 .. ~. 

are unknown, the POWül' of tests 1'ol' unít rOüts agains J; alternativas of 

root8 close to the unit cire}e 19 aften ~xceedinglv low In ene!"! 

si.tuations tvpe Il en'oro;;, that 18 the acceptance of a unit root rather 

presenta sorne Monte CarIo evidence on the hazards of lnference whan eome, 

oI' a11, of the variables under consideration are. in fact, highly 

autoregressive rather than 1(1). The intuition 18 that we Reed extremely 

long time-series in arder to distinguish barderline fra. uoit root cases 

Hanerjee et al (1987a,b) present easl1y computable approximations to lhe 

correct critical values in general cases. 

An obvious issue ls the question of estimating:, and testing for the 

existence of, cointegrating vectors. Consider again the probIem of 

estimating a and testing for the stationarity of z in the model 

a'x 
t 

.... (16) 
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If all the variables in x are 1(1), then in general a linear combination 

of these variables, and hence z. 
'. 

w111 be 1 (1 ), Therefore, almost al1 

the ce vector:> will produce a series z with asymptotically inftnite 

variance. The exceptions to this will be auy cointegrating vectara. Now 

sinca Ordinary Least Squares estlmation minimisBs the residual variance 

the estimated ce vector derivad from an OL8 regression of the 

simple model (16) where a11 variables are in lavala and no dynamics are 

jncluded, should yield an excellent approximation to a true cointegrating 

vector, if one eXlsts 

Thls resul t is onu important ~'eaSOI1 why fnterest 1n cointeg;ration has 

itself exploded like a nonatationary series. lt implies that to 

parametel'isB a lon~:"run equj librium relationship betweel1 él set af 

those var'ia.blE.'s, This ~)JJl!t'le regTessíon can ,,"-wm be performed at the 

first ataga of a research program, 88 i8 advocated by the En~le & Granger 

(1987) 'two-step est5mator' di8CU8~0d 10 Saetían 3.2 balow. In aoy event, 

such so initial check may indicate to what extent the BQujlibrium 

put the aq!,ufntmt at ts strongest, whether i'r ::s fruitfnl to exprmá 

make things even easi2r. at least one econometríc softwal'e package, 

pr;'GIVE untoffiatlcallv provides ba;;:]c tests ta determine tlle arde! ol:' 

integt"ation nf the \TB.riabl8'8 in. the mede.l a3 aH addi tion to such summBf'V 

measures as the meana and standard deviatioDS of the variables! 

lndeed, the OLS esUmate ür <1t1y colntegruting vector should conveq'.e tu 

the true ,)'~Jue extremclv quickly 'ID Se2 thi~, cnnsjder lhe fO"llow.1.ng: 
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case characterised as in the taxonomy of Section 2.3. 

DGP: ÁXt Et 

Yt axt + e t e t (1 - pL)~t .... (17) 

MODEL: Yt fJ. + aXt + ut 

Summary of Results: 

T(a - a) ~ f(W) 

T.DW ~ 2(1 - p) 

The interpretation of the results illustrates very clearly the previous 

informal discussion. The slope in the static regression converges to its 

-1 
true value a a1: arate of O (T ) instead of the ordinary rate of 

p 

O (T- 1/2 ). The intuition is again clear: ; is computed using the ratio of 
p 

a covariance, which is of O (T), by a variance, which is of O (T2 ), given 
p p 

that both xt and Yt are 1(1). Therefore, any bias in; is of 0p(T-1 ). 

However, in spite of this super-consistency of a, its distribution is not 

asymptotically normal, and therefore the computed standard error s of the 

coefficients lack meaning. Since both xt and Yt are driftless processes, 

fJ. converges consistently to zero, although at a slower speed than a. The 

coefficient of multiple correlation R2 is also 0p(T) consistent to unity, 

reflecting the fact that in the bivariate case, under cointegration, the 

product of the slope and the inverse slope is unity. This feature will be 

exploited in the discussion below. Finally, the DW statistic converges to 

the standard result under the assumption that e t follows an AR(l) 

process. 

An important associated result relates to the existence of simultaneity 

biases and error s in variables. Such biases in parameter estimates 
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[\fJrmaily derive from é:he correlation between the regress0rs and th2 

er1'01'9, which i¡¡ ordinarUy assum.ed to bt, of O (T). 
p 

HOW2ver ~ gL ven the 

fact that in cointegrating regressions rX t will be of a lower arder of 

magni tu de than 5uch bissvs are asymptotically negllgible. This 

imolies that íssues of endogenei tv aoa exogenei tv are no1.:. in gene1'¡ü, 

relevant in static cointegrating regressions. 

1'he most important result of the p:revious discussiiJn relates tü the 

super-·consistency of a. However, 
--1 

biases in a. despite being O (T -), can 
p 

still be larga in smal1 s8mples. In a Monte Cado study, Banerjee et al 

(1986) diseovered large biases in a derivad fram bivarlate cointegrating 

regressions. In addition, a dld not converge rapidlv to a. Given that the 

R2 of the regression converges at the same rate 8S the bi~s. they propose 

lat te.t'. In fact ~ fo::;:' t!~E~ ca:non ical mOdJ3."1 

d~i.scussed prev.íousJ.y I the linear re1.ationshlp between bottl statJstics 

turns out to be: 

a - a t O (T- 1 ) 
p 

.... (18) 

whieh suggests rather strongIy that cointegrating regressions without 

very close to uni ty should be viewed wí th caut ion (see, for example, 

Campbell and Shiller (1986)). However, in the context of a mulUple 

regression, the R2 of an equatíon cannot fall when an additional variable 

ls added, and this implies that a bjgh RZ is not sufficient to guarantee 

that each included variable ls germane to the model, Dar that the 

estimated coefficients closely approximate their true vaInes. This i8SUB 

of functional forms is discussed~D more detail below. 

Another important impllcation ls that in contrast to normal regressions 

where mul tlcollineari ty amongst the regressors ls often considered a 
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the cont~.xt or CO J.p.tegra t ing statíc regression such 

multicol1ine~ritv i8 essential: if variables do not fol1ow similar trends 

over time then no linear combinatlofi of the (individually non-stationary) 

time-series wi:.l bB stathmary. Indeed, in terms of estimation of tlle 

cointegrating vector a, the multlcollinearlty amongst the regressors wil1 

produce a nearly-singular (X'X) matrix corresponding to the cointegrating 

vector. In this sense multicolllnearity 19 a positive advantage! 

The effect 01: running th~! stat le re~;I'esslon (16) to estímate ex ls to push 

a11 the dy¡wm.lc adiustment terms ¡nto tila residual u t . These dynamic 

tenllS can a11 he parameterlsed In tarms of nO} series of the form ¿jy~ . 
'.-1 

,dx, ,< and (y - f1x) where the valnes of i,j. and k \'Jill depend upon 
l·-.I ~··k 

trtf" n'itnre uf the AR~íA proc<csses v,eneratlng x and y. 1'0 il.lustrate this, 

consider 2 8 rupIa .od01 n which the tr0e dynamic relatioDshtp ls given 

bv: 

ex.! + + + (19) 
t -1 

wher·e 11 and x al'e 1 (1) and CI(O} Suppose that in the long run the 

homogeneity r estr :i.ct:! Ol! + 1 holds. IhIs is equivalent to 

8ayin~ thHt in the long run y and x move together. Now equation (91 can 

be .eewf' i t ten as 

+ .. :1 

01' as 

+ (la. 1 x . + 
1 t-l 

+ u 
l 

,(20) 

... (21) 

Hence, by 8stimatlng the stattc revression 

thes~ dynemlC terms are al) 

22) 

contained in the residual... The faet that 
t 

the OLS estímate of a i8 BupBr-consistent in 8uch circumatances 19 truly 
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remarkable. 

3.2 Two-Step Estimators. 

Once the cointegrating regression has been performed, this essentially 

parameterises the long-run relationship between the variables. Engle & 

Granger (1987) then suggest that the lagged value of Zt' the derived 

estimate of disequilibrium in any period, should be included in the 

general dynamic modelo lf cointegration holds, Zt will be 1(0), and the 

dynamic modelling problem is to transform the individually 1(1) variables 

into reasonably orthogonal 1(0) regressors. The lagged value of Zt is 

completely analogous to an error-correction term in the equation. Recent 

applications of this methodology include Hall (1986), Jenkinson (1986a), 

Campbell (1986) and Campbell and Shiller (1986). 

The alternative approach to estimating the cointegrating vector « is to 

include an error-correction mechanism in the dynamic model, since, as 

noted above, error correction and cointegration are equivalent concepts. 

This is clear from equation (20) above, which can be transformed into the 

following dynamic model 

.... (23) 

where the second regressor is the ECM. Unless y and x are cointegrated, 

the ECM will be 1(1), and hence, since áyt and ~t are both assumed to be 

1 (O), wiU have an estimated coeff icient tending rapidly to zero. In 

other words, rather than use the static regression as a kind of pre-test 

of the model, the full dynamic model is formulated and estimated, with 

the estímate of any cointegratíng vector only being derived once a 

satisfactory representation of the DGP has been found. Of course, the 



~ppclfication of dynamic adiustm0i;t pracesses in economtc ffiodels 18 to a 

r'utes are being falIoNad. As 3uch~ the ECM apvroac!1 lacks the canceptaal 

flTld practlcal simpJici ty of the static r~gr9ssion approach, but nlay be 

c:cnsiderably f,lOre robusto In fact. B'lueriee et al (1986) find that the 

biases in the coJntegr,!ting vector are much smaller when the short-run 

dvnamics a,e iojntly modelled with tbe long-run relatlonship províding 

3.3 

Testing fo~ cointegr~tjon hetween a set of time series tS si.pI a test 

in the residuBls. 

the tests are hased Oil constructed regressors. the critica] values 

obt3ined fur the ~reviou2 case have te be ad.1usted upwards, otherwise the 

test !'"El re.-Ject the flaU too often. If we carmot I'E,ject the flUU 

hypothesis üf d una ~'O()t in the re!:dduals. ¡-hen the:se 'eauUibrium 

errors' are themselves Don-stationary. and cannot be relied upon to move 

the S,\,8tem systema tIcal1 y back towards equilibrium. In these 

circumstancss cointegration could not be established and hence 

considerable statis~ical doubt would be CBSt upon the theoretical 

equil i brium, 

In actual appl1cations. the CoíntegraUng Regression Durbin·-Watson (CRDW) 

test, 8uggested by Sargan and Bhargava (19831, and discussed briefly in 
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section 2.2, has proved extremely popular with researchers. That 13. 

, ,. (24} 

wbere denote lh€' DL5 H,>'i Idual 2i fr¡:¡1!! the cOlntegrat in;:;: res;re88i OH 

However, special probI¡:ms e:cst w1th thls t.est. Fi.rstlv, wherB8s in 

constant) th€: cri UGa} va [ues af the test. as reported 5.n Sargan and 

case 

methods for a giverl DGP, an pxampJe c)f which ar~ titose repocted in Englc 

lnterpreted as the basis of ~ointeg:atic~ tests . 

. An 
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slope oí' ~mi ty) tten the t-ratlü al' the C06ff icient of tlü8 term 18 :3 

usefill 8t~tiptic. Banerjee et al (198B} show that thls t-test has about 

the correct lze at the 5% leve], althQllgh the resulta af ~vans and Savirl 

(19til) suggest that this is not true at other levels. \IIheo che level 

terma are left unrestricted, non-parametric tests, basad Dn deviatious of 

the cornnuted long-run soJution, see!;; a frui tful approach. Sorne Monte 

CarIo BVldei1cf; in Banerjee et al OS8S) suggests that the pow¡·'r of these 

tests 19 higher thuo the power uf thp test basad on the sta tic 

reg~esslDn ODe explana Ion for this .ay be the s.allar blases obtained 

using the dynamic modelling approach. 

Al the oth0r tests d~-:scr'ibed in Section 2 Gan be used tú test fo%' the 

stationaritv of the residuals frcm the cointeg~Hting regression, hut jn 

mosi popular. Of course the choice of th6 lag structurp in ADF tests 13 

stiU tu a great extent ad: hoc. and different l'1'Hmlt" can be obtained by 

changinv, the IengU¡ oi the autoregresslo;,, whieh súggests that g;l"eater' 

use should be made of the no.n-parametric tests descrlbed in the AppemHx, 

At thls ataRe it 18 impol"tant :0 emphaslze that, given the fra~i]ity oí 

tl1e tests foX' colntegratíon, simple auxiliarv tests mav bE tnterestJng', 

Granger and \'leías (1983) suggest increasing (al" decI'easing) the 

coeff ic.leucs DI the cointegrating vector by, say, 10% and then ex.amine 

whether the correspond:ing sum of sauares 18 much larger than for tne 

chosen Ct'iintegrating vector. The íntuJ. tian 'Jf this addi ti Olm 1 check ls 

clear, since only using the latter sbould the variance be finite, and 80 

it should be easily distinguishable from other cases. 
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3.4 Functional Forms. 

The actual functional form of the cointegrating regression, or ECM, is 

normally dictated by economic theory. However, what inferences are valid 

on completion of a set of cointegration tests? Consider first what the 

inability to find a cointegrating vector, or significant ECM, might 

imply. It may, of course, simply be that the theoretical equilibrium is 

without statistical foundation. On the other hand, it may be that a 

crucial 1(1) variable has been omitted from the analysis, which if added 

to the model would generate 1(0) residuals. The temptation of the 

researcher is to continue adding variables until stationari ty of the 

residuals is achieved. Whilst such general models may be necessary to 

establish cointegration, the parsimony of the relationship should then be 

questioned. The t-ratios of the variables in the cointegrating regression 

will be badly biased, given the degree of autocorrelation of the 

residuals, but if the autocorrelation is positive, we know that t-ratios 

are biased upwards. On what criterion, then, should variables be included 

or excluded frorn the equilibrium, since it is perfectly possible that 

sorne subset of the variables is cointegrated? A low t-ratio will be 

suggestive, but standard tables cannot be used. There is in fact little 

alternative to testing all subsets of the variables for cointegration, 

and only if all these tests are rejected can the researcher be sure that 

each variable i8 germane to the relationship. Thus, the discovery of a 

cointegrating vector should signal the start of a further series of 

tests. 

The choice of functional form is also, in practice, an important 
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Gonsider3.tIoH, t ca:", bE: p¡'oved that 

i) cointegratlon impl es Gran~el'-Causality 

and (i1i) (:Oilltegration lO 10gs does fiOt imply cOintegration In Ievels. 

Ir theüi~:I' lS w:¡ed to sldect tunctío!1al form írather than, for example, 

é,vfll:Jat., the v;Üidlty (lí' equiU briu~ predictions of theor.J.es can yleld 

incoflclusive results Dei?:, t'or e.xamplF) tb.e debate tetween. Jenkinson 

1987, and Nicke,í t 1987 ~ :"{~garding the exlstence of NAIRUs). Intui tion 

with P o wi1:hout JOS3 o;' gsnerality. If we add the following process 

+ S:t . , . ~ (25:; 

on 

eni ta~~atlng vector I )j,nce it eliml tes the presence of 

for~ la added. tbere Hrs 2t most t~o ll~early independent cointegrating 



vectors. Thus, in g~;neral ~ \"lf~~ th N series aBa r COfaman trend3> there are 

3.( most N -- r) cointegrating '"~!ecto.rs~ 1t t8 ::liso possit~le tú T.es fGr 

uniqueness of the Goil1tegratíng vector The test bas j :~iiJ Iy r~()nsist:: uf 

checkíng that no $ubset of ref!r2SS0rs 

cointegrating relationship Isee Gourieroux et al (1985)). 

This approach suggests that multivariate autoregressions of the form: 

E(€",) = 0, 
'-

, . (2G) 

should be considered, where Y denotes an n"vector Gf randoro variables. 

Thls can be rewritten as: 

wheI'e B 

p 

p'l 
- !: e 

.1=1 

(I-:ril o ) 

i } 1 
and 

fJil1g-onali lng ~3 ;;~Jch th¿~t P-1IHJ-

wr:1. tten 

* where Y,. 
e 

p 

* -AY 
t-l 

an.o lE 
t 

p 

. ?7) 

p-- i 

COffilllon trends bv tesUng how close lhe largas!' elgenva1'Je or ,,) 18 :.D 

zero, followed by the nexl larl';est, and so forth DIckev <loe! Founlís 

(1987) ahow that tests Df the form T~ can be campared with the el' tJcal 

valuas in Table 8.5.1 of Dickey snd Fuller The natural coro]]ory to the 

existence of common trends 18 that there are linear combLmtions nf tbe 

regression coefficients jn (26) ¡'lhich are O (.jT) 
p 

consistent, aué! are 

8symptotically normally distributed. a result which was first coojectured 

bV Sims (1978) and later formallv proved by Phillips and Ouliari.s (1986) o 

The implications Df this result are very interestingo Take, for instance. 
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tbe case of testlng whethar ccmsumption fo 110w8 él random walk, when 

income and r;onsumption are 1(1). The test tor parameter exclusion in the 

regression of the (han~e in consumption an the lagged level of lncome and 

nave the ord308ry F distribution, if Uj~y are 

cointegrated, bJ.!t wl1J. have a non-normal :imitiLg dJstribution otherwise 

sea, far examp!e. Mankiw ~nd ShHolro (1985) and Banerjee et al 11987b)l. 

FinalJy~ Ftd'.Ju¡üé'lge of rile framework usad to interpret the 

existente f)f COf'1mon trends; we wi.ll brie'fly disc'lSS tIle nottün of 

cointegration 10 trends una ln varl~nce (see Escribano (1987)1. Consider, 

eXBmple. the following DGP 

< " , • (29) 
.. (); t 

~?ip.ce lt has ti trelld tn 

, \ 
I e and f3r,p') = o the:'e will BoL be 

Ci)lnter;:rzl. ftrends Th~refl)re. the re.~evallt concep~ of 

cüintegrG Ion in the framework so far disC1Issed. that of variance So 

ths currespooding ~e81du81s. f the 

varj~llce fnu 8oinlegr8i:ion il1 trends bu~ cuintegrat:~0n in variance). The 
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regressors, seems another frui tful testing approach which needs to be 

developed further. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS. 

The considerable gap between the economic theorist, who has much to say 

about equiZibrium but relatively little to say about dynamics, and the 

econometrician, whose models concentrate on dynarnic adjustrnent processes, 

has, to sorne extent, been bridged by the concept of cointegration. In 

addition to allowing the data to determine the dynarnics of the model (in 

the spirit of Hendry; see. for exarnple, Hendry (1986» cointegration 

suggests that models can be significantly improved by introducing. and 

allowing the data to pararneterise, equilibrium conditions suggested by 

economic theory. Furthermore, the puta ti ve existence of such long-run 

equilibrium relationships can, and should, be tested, using the tests for 

unit roots discussed in this papero 
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Appendix: Non-Parametric Tests for Unit Rootso 

The basic idea of this non-parametric approach is quite appealing o The 

derivatíon of the statistics such as (6) and (7) highlights the way in 

which the ratio u 2/u2 affects the shape of the distributiono It is then e 

possible to find an affine transformation of the various statistics which 

eliminate the dependence of the limiting distribution on the nuisance 

parameter u 2 /u 2 
e 

accomplished in such a way that the transformed 

statistics converge to the same random variable as do the untransformed 

statistícs when the errors are iid, i o e o when u 2/u2 = 10 This implies e 

that the critical values of the transformed statistícs are the same as 

those tabulated by Dickey and Fullero 

A simple example will help to understand the procedureo From (6), we look 

for a transformation such that 

AT(a) + B o o o o (Al) 

that is, in this case 

A = 1 and B 
2 2 1/2fu - u 1 ----- ----e-

u2/~W()2 dt 
o o o o (A2) 

Using (A2) and consistent estimates and 2 u e which will be 

discussed later, we find a consistent estímate of B, that is 
~2 ~2 

l/2ru - u 1 ---=2---2-e -
T !'Yt-l 

B o o o o (A3) 

such that Ta + B has the same asymptotic cri tical values as those 

tabulated by Dickey and Fullero Similar arguments follow for those tests 

which are based upon the t-ratio of ao Since the latter have proved to be 

more powerful tests than the former, we will concentrate on testing 
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through t-statistie from now on. Rows (a),(b) and (e) in Table 2 present 

the eorresponding transformed t-statisties for the three unrestrieted 

models shown in Table 1. Therefore, these statisties provide a relatively 

easy way to implement tests of hypotheses of a unit root with possibly 

heterogeneously and dependently distributed data. However, an important 

eaveat to bear in mind is that the previous equivalenee is asymptotie in 

Tables 8.5.1 and 8.5.2 in Fuller (1976). whereas the f inite sample 

eounterparts are not the same. This implies that when dealing with 

relatively small samples the transformations are not adequate, and unless 

there is strong evidenee of a moving average error term, we advise the 

extended regression and the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test. 

The next step in the test implementation eonsists of diseussing the 

choice of eonsistent estimates for a 2 and a 2 . The residual varianee ;2 
é é 

in the unrestrieted models provide eonsistent estimates of a 2 exeept in 
é 

the case where the unrestrieted model does not contain a drift, and the 

2 true DGP 1s a random walk with drift. To consistently estimate a ,it is 

important to notiee that it is equivalent to 2ns(0), seO) being the 

spectral dens1ty function at zero frequeney. Newey and West (1987) ha ve 

proposed a simple estimate whieh uses a triangular smoothing window. The 

estimate is 

The choice of the truncation lag k, i.e. the suspected number of non-zero 

autoeorrelations, is sometimes suggested by the framework in which the 

test 1s carried out (see, for example. Corbae and Oularis (1986) for the 

case of uni t roots in spot and forward exehange rates). In general we 

suggest k ranging from 1 to 8 for quarterly data, and 1 to 24 for monthly 
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data. 

Table 2: Summary of Test Statisties. 

He Test Statistie (At 

a) «=0 in Case 1 

Fuller (1976) 

b) «=0 in Case 2 

Fuller (1976) 

e) «=0 in Case 3 

A 

u ju 
E 

Table 8.5.2 

u'/u' 
E 

Table 8.5.2 

u"/u" 
E 

(B1) 

(B2) 

Fuller (1976) Table 8.5.2 (B3) 

d) p=O in Case 3 u" ju" 
E 

Diekey and Fuller (1981) 

e) ~=O in Case 2 u'/u' 
E 

Diekey and Fuller (1981) 

a 

-1/2 
-2 

(u -

-1j2 
-2' 

(u -

+ B) 

B 

-2)f-2T-2~ 2 1-1/ 2 
u E u Yt-1 

-2' -2' -2 -2 -1/2 
u E )fu T ~Yt-11 

Note: (-) denotes estimates based on residuals from the unrestrieted 

model in Case 1; (A') denotes estimates based on residuals from the 

unrestrieted model in Case 2; (-' ') denotes estimates based on residuals 

from the unrestrieted model in Case 3; (-) denotes deviations with 

respeet to sample means. 
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